; nucleic acids, like DNA and RNA; the organic acids and bases of cell metabolism; or proteins, like ion channels and enzymes.
Fluctuations in the concentration of charged species must produce fluctuations in the electric field. Although such fluctuations are not present in the classical theory of Brownian motion, fluctuations are large and unshielded on the time scales used in simulations of molecular or Brownian dynamics. And not only will the fluctuations in electric field be different in different places, they are likely to have widely variable, highly nonlinear effects.
The diffusion produced by the fluctuations is an important determinant in numerous biological functions, such as resting and action potentials, cell motility, and enzyme activity. But diffusion and thermal motion contribute very differently to various functions because cellular function involves such a broad range of structures and molecules in which electric charge moves in different ways.
The thermal motion of coupled, charged systems, which include nearly everything inside a biological cell, is likely to be anomalous when interpreted in terms of the classical Brownian motion theory of uncharged particles. Classical theory should not be used to describe the random motion or macro- The data from numerous singleparticle tracking experiments in living cells and artificially crowded environments clearly show anomalous diffusion, including observations of weak ergodicity breaking and aging. Our analysis in terms of stochastic processes remains valid, independent of the specific-and likely complexphysical description based on first principles. That validity is due to the probabilistic nature of the stochastic approach: Although it captures the detailed dynamics of a system, it is not limited to specific kinds of interactions. 
